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Legal Disclaimer

The information shared in the document is not all-encompassing or comprehensive and 

does not in any way intend to create or put into implicit effect any elements of a contractual 

relationship. Certain statements, estimates and financial information featured in the document 

are projections of plans that are based on and take into consideration certain known and 

unknown contingencies and risks which may or may not adversely change the anticipated 

results or may make the planned projections impossible to attain. Digital Transaction Limited 

(“DTL”) reserves the right, but not the obligation, to make amendments to the contents of the 

information within the document without prior notice and as deemed fit by the company.  The 

live version downloadable from https://www.digital-transaction.com/xpll shall be considered 

the superseding version.

This document is merely a technical and general introduction of the functionality of the 

blockchain products and how to take advantage of utilising them. Potential purchasers are 

encouraged to consider relevant risk factors such as those stated in Appendix 3.

https://www.digital-transaction.com/xpll
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Blockchain, as the bedrock for cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin, is no longer just a buzzword in this new 
crypto era – it is the technological enabler for mass adoption of cryptocurrency and offers the promise 

of enhanced security for digital assets. Not only that, blockchain is also the essential network infrastructure 
in the coming era of intelligent connectivity, where everything will be connected via Internet of things (IoT) 
and 5G; powered by Big Data and Artificial Intelligence (AI); experienced through Augmented Reality (AR) 
and Virtual Reality (VR). More fundamentally, the blockchain technology represents an IT infrastructure 
evolution – from a platform for communicating information to a platform for creating and transmitting value. 
It is transforming the way we do business, and every industry will be affected.

From the late 20th century onwards, there has not been any significant breakthrough in the IT infrastructure. 
This issue has largely been overlooked because application vendors such as Facebook, Google, Amazon, 
Alibaba, Tencent and others have been able to be successful by exhausting the current infrastructure, but 
very few have realised the capacity has been stretched to its limits. Yet, most blockchain companies focus on 
developing applications on infrastructures that are unfitted for real-world applications, rather than providing 
an improved one, which is what the world needs now more than ever. For example, crypto exchanges 
require high transaction rate and low latency to enhance the trading experience and boost their trading 
volume, yet the persisting limitations in public blockchains make transactions painfully slow and leave the 
network vulnerable to attacks. 

Public Blockchain Pain Points Consortium Blockchain Pain Points

 • Low transaction rate
 • High latency
 • Limited scalability
 • Chain inconsistency (forking)
 • Energy-intensive (mining)
 • Data leaks & no privacy protection

 • Low transaction rate
 • Limited scalability
 • Data leaks & no privacy protection

This Ends Now. 

Digital Transaction Limited (DTL) eliminated the blockchain limitations one by one and developed 
ParallelChain®: the public + private blockchain built from the ground up to power today and tomorrow’s 
real-world applications – from mass adoption of cryptocurrency to asset security, from FinTech to enterprise 
digital transformation – ParallelChain® has it all. 

• Public + Private (permissionless, permissioned, personal)

• Fast:   >120,000 TPS per chain

• Low latency: ~0.003 second real-time update

• Scalability: endless with no degradation in performance

• Real-time double-spending prevention

• Blockchain platform migration (e.g. Ethereum, Hyperledger)

• Privacy-friendly, including the EU General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”)

• Proof-of-Immutability (PoIM): unique protocol for a secured, efficient, trustless network

• Eco-friendly: no mining, negligible energy consumption

• Parallelism approach that prevails over cross-chain solutions

Executive Summary
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The design of the enterprise-grade ParallelChain® mimics the actual business environment:

1. Consensus 
 Businesses make their own decisions without seeking consensus from others, however at  
 the same time, business executives may seek consensus from their peers. The unique  
 consensus model of ParallelChain® can balance both facets for enterprise use-cases.

2. Trust 
 Trust is earned and must be continuously validated. ParallelChain®  allows data to be  
 proven immutable from genesis to present, and allows raw data to be audited while  
 preserving privacy.

A range of software solutions has been built upon ParallelChain®, with existing customers from different 
industries in the private and government sectors. 

The ground-breaking technology of ParallelChain® has attracted doubts from all sides.  Yet, its performance 
exceeded expectation in every single third-party test: 

• Feb 2020 - Arthur D. Little (on-site, for due diligence)

• Nov 2020 - BiiLabs (remote, tested by CTO in Taiwan)

• Nov 2020 - Accenture (on-site, tested by Blockchain expert from Boston)

To take full advantage of ParallelChain®’s performance strengths and utility, a public layer of the network 
known as the Mainchain has been developed, with its native utility token – ParallelChain Token (“Token” or 
“XPLL”). XPLL is a tradable token that can be used for: 

• Exchanging for software licenses

• Staking to earn rewards by running nodes

• Staking to propose and vote for changes to the network

Executive Summary
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1.1 Token Philosophy

The XPLL project represents a golden opportunity for the public to share in the success of DTL’s blockchain 
technology as it sees wider adoption. The token-to-license exchange provides users a cost-effective way to 
pocket ParallelChain®, which in turn attaches exponential value to the token itself.  

While token projects are typically fuelled by “future products” and pure speculation, the XPLL project is 
backed by well-developed technology, commercially available products, a growing customer base, and well-
established partner network. 

1.2 Token Metrics

    Token Type:  Utility Token (ERC20)
    Token Name:  ParallelChain Token (XPLL)
    Trade Currency: Euro, USD, BTC, ETH, USDC. USDT
    Total Supply: 	 Capped	at	1,000,000,000	for	the	first	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 three	years	from	public	sale.
    Circulating Supply: 400,000,000
    Treasury supply1:  600,000,000
    Wallet:  Any ERC20 wallet 

1.3 Tokenomics

Issued Price (per token) Targeted Schedule2 

Seed Sale €0.05 or US$0.06 2020.10.1 - 2020.12.15

Private Sale 1 €0.10 or US$0.12 2020.12.16 - 2021.2.28

Private Sale 2 €0.50 or US$0.60 2021.3.1 - 2021.5.31

Public Sale €1.00 or US$1.21 Q3 2021

Prices were determined based on the anticipated demand for software licenses, as it directly influences the 
token’s utility value. Seed and private sales tokens are purchased through Simple Agreement for Future Token 
(“SAFT”). Each SAFT is an individual agreement between the purchaser and DTL. 

XPLL enjoys the ERC20 ecosystem and can be traded on exchanges upon the public sale.

    

 

1	Tokens	may	be	added	to	the	circulating	supply,	and	the	cap	is	set	at	10%	for	the	first	12	months.
2	The	Board	of	Directors	of	DTL	reserves	the	right	to	adjust	and	amend	in	its	sole	discretion	and	such	decision	
will	be	final.

Team	allocation	5%

Product	marketing	20%

Token	marketing	20% Legal	and	audit	10%

Operational	Expenses	15%

Research	&	Development	30%

1| Token Overview

Use of 
Proceeds  

Plan
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1.4 Utility Value of XPLL

XPLLs can be used to redeem software licenses for products in the ParallelChain® ecosystem, which consists 
off-the-shelf blockchain solutions for a wide range of applications:

 

1.5 An Eco-friendly Token

XPLL is a low-carbon footprint cryptocurrency that resonates with today’s eco-conscious world. In contrast 
to projects that rely on mining and require massive amount of processing power and electricity to create the 
cryptocurrency,  XPLL is a eco-friendly project as tokens are minted with smart contracts in the ERC20 / 
ParallelChain® networks, requiring only minimal energy to create.

1.6 The ParallelChain® Mainchain

The ParallelChain® Mainchain is a public ledger serves to facilitate transfer of tokens through interacting with 
its private layer chains.  The Mainchain can also interact with non-ParallelChain networks such as Hyperledger 
and Ethereum via platform migration, this feature is demonstrated with source code at: https://www.digital-
transaction.com/ParallelChain

 

1| Token Overview

B2B: eKYC, insider threat prevention, remote access control,  
 supply chain management, provenance tracking, tokenization,  
 exchange wallets...

B2C: ParallelWallet

Even though the 
Mainchain can interact with 
other blockchain platforms, 
traders are incentivized 
to utilize ParallelChain® 
to enjoy  faster updates, 
the lowest network fees 
and privacy compliant 
record-keeping.

Product 
Roadmap 

in 2021

https://www.digital-transaction.com/ParallelChain
https://www.digital-transaction.com/ParallelChain
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How It Works: Internal on-chain events, such as smart contract processing and data writing, that do 
not involve currency exchange will be validated by the private layer chain, which will store the hash header 
of each new block in a hash vault while simultaneously sending it to the Mainchain for verification. The 
Mainchain bulks the hash headers of each private layer chain and produces publicly verified blocks. 

The private layer chain also sends the Mainchain its current state, its most recent Merkle roots, block 
number, header hash, and signatures of block validators. Once successful, the logs will be immutably stored 
within the Mainchain’s root module, allowing the Mainchain to verify every submitted header of each private 
layer chain to make sure they have not been changed. 

 

 
A minimum amount of 100 XPLLs needs to be held in the wallet in order to generate Gas. Initially, Gas is 
generated at 100X the amount of XPLLs held and is replenished to full amount every 24-hour. 

In the event the Gas balance is insufficient to process a transaction, users may pay the remaining amount with 
XPLLs. While Gas is burnt once spent, payment using XPLLs will be transferred to the nodes that process 
the corresponding transaction. Although Gas is generated by XPLLs, Gas cannot be exchanged for XPLL. On 
the other hand, Gas can be purchased using XPLLs at the then Gas generation rate. 

 
 
1.6.1 Proof-of-Immutability (PoIM)

Transactions can take a while to process on a blockchain, depending on the consensus mechanism. Typically, 
the more transactions on the network, the longer it takes to process, resulting in higher network fees.  
With Proof-of-Immutability (PoIM), the XPLL network offers users the lowest cost of transactions without 
long delay or exposing the network to external threats, transactions are efficiently validated in a privacy-
preserving manner.

 
How It Works: All Authority Nodes will receive the hash of the record whenever a record 
is written on the blockchain. At the time when a particular record becomes relevant to a transaction, 
nodes will compare with one another the hash they had received, as well as with the data owner’s. 
Unanimity is required to confirm immutability of the records.  Any discrepancy identified will be 
flagged as malice, summoning the Auditor Nodes to perform PoIM for the entire hash history. 

1| Token Overview

Transaction Fee To compensate Validator 
and Support Nodes for submitting and propagating 
the user’s transaction request to the network. 

 
Network Fee  To compensate Authority 
Nodes for validating and completing the transaction.

 

Gas:  Users can pay transaction and 
network fees in Gas when transfering tokens. Gas 
is generated proportionately to the total number 
of XPLLs held, allowing users to enjoy a number 
of free transfers per day.  Fee structure will be 
advised before the Mainchain launch.

The current amount of XPLLs required upon the time of writing this paper 
is calculated with the formula shown. This allows simple transactions to be 
free as long as enough XPLLs are held, users who require high network 
usage are incentivized to maintain a larger reserve of XPLLs.
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1.6.2 A Sustainable Token Ecosystem

Cryptocurrency has long enjoyed the reputation of being highly secure, transparent, and robustly decentralized. 
However, these features come at a heavy price: the massive amount of energy required to mine cryptocurrencies 
and process transactions have brought irrecoverable damage to the environment. This has put cryptocurrency 
in direct conflict with the world’s sustainable values and has inhibited eco-conscious businesses from embracing 
it. ParallelChain® integrates the environmental dimension into cryptocurrency and paves the way for its wide 
adoption in a sustainable world. 

The public ParallelChain® is an eco-friendly cryptocurrency network that does not rely on mining. The Proof-
of-Immutability (PoIM) protocol is designed in a way that produces the lowest carbon footprint possible. Tasks 
of validating transactions are assigned to qualified node operators through a randomised algorithm, whereas in 
protocols such as Proof-of-Work, miners have to compete to produce blocks by solving complex cryptographic 
puzzles, the more computing power a miner has, the higher the chance. 

In addition to the negligible energy consumption, PoIM comes with a unique data privacy protection mechanism 
and achieves higher efficiency than its non-mining-based counterparts, such as Proof-of-Stake where each 
node must submit their individual conclusions in order to reach consensus. While some choose to sacrifice 
decentralization for speedy block finality, the PoIM adopts an unanimity-based system to balance both facets. 
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2| The XPLL Governing Council

2.1 Purpose and Composition
The XPLL Governing Council (also referred to as the Council) serves to oversee the conduct and decisions that 
directly concern the XPLL. In order to raise the governance and trust bar for the XPLL network and ecosystem, 
the Council shall be consisted of reputable entities from technology innovation, corporate governance, and 
finance. This will also help to maintain the technology competitive advantages of the XPLL project, thus maximizing 
the growth potential of the Token. In addition, the establishment of the Council ensures that the XPLL will be 
governed in a way that follows the principles of transparency, legitimacy, and independence.

2.2 Membership to the Council
Council members are elected, by a two-thirds majority of the Council, and appointed by the Board of Directors 
of DTL (also referred to as the Board) in its discretion. The term of an appointed member is 2-year, membership 
can be renewed, upon approval by the Board, for no more than 3 consecutive terms. 

At the beginning of the term of office, a Council member will receive a remuneration package of 500,000 XPLLs. 
In the event that a member does not serve out the full 2-year term, DTL is entitled to recover, on a pro rata 
basis, an amount equal to the then market price of the XPLL or the price of the XPLL at the time of issuance, 
whichever is higher. DTL will be entitled to buy out the XPLLs held by a Council member upon the end date of 
membership. In the event a Council member ends their term before the tokens are listed on public exchanges, 
DTL will hold the sole discretion to determine the price to buy back the XPLLs.

2.3 Operational Guidelines (reviewed yearly)

The following operational guidelines are in place to ensure effective functioning of the Council. Misconduct may 
result in disciplinary action which may lead to membership termination upon a vote supported by two-thirds of 
the Board.

I.  Ensure effective and value-adding operations 
 Shall be committed to use the skills and knowledge of the industry in which it operates to  
 make value-added contributions to the XPLL project. 

II.  Safeguard the integrity of published reports and records 
 Shall have appropriate processes to verify the integrity of published reports and records. 

III.  Make timely and balanced disclosure 
 Shall make timely and balanced disclosure of information which might reasonably be  
 expected to have a material effect on the price or value of the XPLL. 

IV.  Respect the rights of XPLL holders 
 Shall provide XPLL holders with appropriate information and facilities to allow them to  
 effectively exercise their rights as XPLL holders. 

V.  Recognise and manage risk 
 Shall establish a sound risk management framework and periodically review the effectiveness of that  
 framework. 
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2| The XPLL Governing Council

2.4 Duty to operate an Auditor Node
Governing Council members are expected to run Auditor Nodes that perform secondary PoIM on transactions and store 
the hash history of the entire network by maintaining a full hash vault of the Mainchain. Auditor Nodes do not need to 
stake tokens (other than their remuneration package as Governing Council members) and are not rewarded for processing 
transactions. However, they can be paid in XPLLs for performing auditing activities when requested. The operating cost 
for performing audits will be borne by DTL, such cost will then be deducted from the XPLLs rewarded for their service.

Auditor Nodes also act as beacon chain nodes in PoIM and introduce randomness to the protocol. They are also responsible 
for managing the stakes of other node operators, nominating block validators and applying rewards and penalties to node 
operators. Auditor Nodes must always guarantee a high level of performance and availability, make efforts to keep their 
nodes operational, and maintain the integrity of the Mainchain. Subsequent failures to meet the requirement may see 
Auditor Nodes suspended of their duties, and in more egregious cases, have their Auditor Node privileges revoked.

 
2.5 The Council Vote
The Council will cast a Council  Vote, at least once per quarter, on major decisions related to the XPLL, including but not 
limited to, changes to network parameters such as node staking requirements, Gas generation formula, Gas fee structure 
and staking rewards. The Council will review and address Community Proposals during the Council Vote. The Council 
shall take into consideration the feasibility for the changes to be implemented are balanced with the expectations of the 
XPLL Community. Implementation of any arrangements will require a majority support (at least 50%) of the votes cast. 
The Council will announce rules such as voting day, voting period, and minimum participation rates, no later than 1 week 
before voting commences.
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Authority Nodes store the ledger history of 
the whole network by running a full node of the 
Mainchain, they are the only nodes with the ability 
to pack blocks on the Mainchain. Their tasks 
are assigned by the Auditor Nodes through a 
randomised algorithm.

Validator Nodes help keep the Mainchain 
distributed by querying full nodes for information on 
a regular basis and validating transactions delegated 
to them by Authority Nodes. They store the block 
headers of the Mainchain.

Support Nodes store the block headers of the 
Mainchain. They represent the full decentralisation of 
the Mainchain as the number of Support Nodes that 
can exist is unlimited.

Auditor Nodes are reserved for members of the 
Governing Council.

3.1.2 Application Procedure

First, register the wallet address on the node 
management platform and stake the tokens on the 
platform’s staking smart contract. Once the account 
has been verified to hold the minimum amount of 
XPLLs and meet the technical requirements, it can 
begin operating a node.

3.1.3 Discipline

In the event a node operator does not fulfil its duty 
or acts maliciously, it will have a portion, or all, of its 
staked XPLLs frozen and upon a decision of the severity 
of the issue made by the Governing Council, potentially 
have the confiscated XPLLs deposited into the treasury. 
Tokens locked within the staking smart contract will be 
frozen and transferred.

3| The XPLL Community

 
3.1 Node Operation
Token holders holding a minimum of 100,000 XPLLs are eligible to apply for operating nodes of the tiers described 
below and earn XPLL rewards for their help in decentralising the network. The same individual cannot occupy more than 
one node.

 
3.1.1 Node Tiers

 

Maximum 
Number of 

Nodes

 
Staking Amount3 (subject to change)

Other 
Requirements

Authority Nodes 200 1,000,000 XPLLs KYC

Validator Nodes 600 100,000 XPLLs
Have been running 
as Support Nodes 
for at least 1 year

Support Nodes Unlimited 100,000 XPLLs /

3	 Maintained	at	all	time	in	the	wallet.
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3| The XPLL Community

3.1.4 Staking Rewards

Staking rewards are distributed every month from the 
Treasury which holds 60% of the total token supply.

 
 

In the first year, at least 2% of the total token supply 
will be allocated for staking rewards. The amount is 
subject to change depending upon the transaction 
volume and the number of node operators. 

3.2 Community Proposal

The Community Proposal provides XPLL holders a means 
to participate in the decision making process. Users 
can propose changes to the network, even nominate 
candidate(s) for joining the Governing Council, through an 
online voting portal on a rolling basis. Node operators will 
then cast votes for the proposed changes, items that obtain 
a two-thirds vote will be submitted to the Governing 
Council as Community Proposal, which will be addressed 
during the Council Vote. Rejected items will not be able to 
be voted upon again for a period of 90 days.

 
3.2.1 Community Voting

The voting system adopts a one-node one-vote rule, votes 
of different node tiers carry different weight: 

 
40% for Authority Nodes

30% for Validator Nodes

30% for Support Nodes
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Company Name

   
  Digital Transaction Limited

Founded   2018
Auditor   Moore Stephens
Industry   Blockchain technology

Business Focus   Public blockchain platform
  Enterprise blockchain solutions
  Digital wallet (B2B & B2C)

4| Token Issuing Entity

“As	a	technology-based	company,	 
DTL	fuels	its	competitive	advantages	

through	innovative	and	 
differentiative	technology.”

   
 Awards & Recognitions

   2020 FINTECH AWARDS 
   (presented by ET Net / Hong Kong Economic Times)

   
    Grand Prize: “FinTech of the Year 2020 – Start-up”

    
    “Outstanding Real Time Monitoring Blockchain Application System Solution”

        
 
    HKB TECHNOLOGY EXELLENCE AWARDS 2020 
    (presented by Hong Kong Business Magazine)

             “Blockchain - Computer Software”

  

 100 % Own-Developed Technology
Parallel Blockchain Processing (US 16/739,083 pending) 

Ability to Forget (US 16/739,092 pending) (CN 202110031180.X pending, EP21150793.4 preliminarily approved) 
System & Methods Proving Immutability (US 16/827,339 pending) (CN 202110030264.1 preliminarily approved) 

Blockchain Enhancements: Scalability, Testability, and Usability (US 16/629,951 preliminarily approved) 
Blockchain-based Failsafe Mechanisms for Autonomous Systems (US 16/986,145 pending) 

Methods of Proving Immutability of Digital Records (US 16/827,329 pending) (EP 21150794.2 pending)

“#1 blockchain in the world” in terms of:
- Blockchain performance and usability 
- Total cost of ownership

“Best Blockchain Solution” for:
- Contract management

- Security token offering 
- Clean energy 
- Know Your Customers (KYC)
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4| Token Issuing Entity

Partners Around the Globe

 
Business Partners

Media & Marketing Partners
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5| Core Technology - ParallelChain®

Most existing blockchains are by-design unfit for real-world applications as they 
are constrained by the blockchain trilemma and unable to meet privacy protection 
requirement which is essential in today’s world. ParallelChain® is a public+private 
blockchain infrastructure built from the ground up to power today’s and tomorrow’s 
real-world applications – from cryptocurrency mass adoption to asset security, from 
FinTech to digital transformation, from enterprise to consumer – 

ParallelChain® has it all.

Strong Sales Channels
ParallelChain® enjoys a sales network worldwide 
through partnering with major solution providers 
who see great business value and competitive edge 
in ParallelChain® after their thorough due diligence 
and scrutiny of the technology. 

Blockchain Fragmentation
The blockchain market has been highly fragmented 
due to the varying types of blockchain - this creates 
a need for unification. ParallelChain® is the first and 
only blockchain that offers the flexibility for public, 
private (permissioned & permissionless) and personal 
deployment. 

Many blockchains suffer from lack of interoperability, 
some adopt the cross-chain approach to facilitate 
cross-platform transactions. However, this comes 
with significant trade-offs: the network is extremely 
vulnerable to attacks; it is difficult to keep up with the 
state of heterogeneous blockchains; it is impossible 
to share validation due to the different consensus 
protocols. 

The Parallelism Approach
ParallelChain® adopts a parallelism approach with 
flexible couplings (i.e. loosely or tightly coupled), this 
also enables the blockchain to scale limitlessly while 
maintaining high performance and security. 

Advantages - Secure, unexposed communication. 
  - Preserves privacy and autonomy. 
  - No risk of malicious penetration. 
  - Shared trust in the network. 

Applications - Cross-platform token trading.
  - Sophisticated confidentiality levels  
    within and across institutions. 

Some realistic use-cases are shown in Appendix 2.

Tested and In-Use
ParallelChain® is long past its infancy. It has been 
independently tested by third-parties such as:

Arthur D. Little - on-site, Frankfurt technical team 
Accenture - on-site, blockchain expert from Boston 
BiiLabs - remote, CTO in Taiwan

 
Existing users of ParallelChain® span across industries 
in both the public and private sectors.
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Multi-Biometric Authentication
Replacing traditional authentication methods 
with a multi-biometric approach, where 
users can access their wallet securely 
through Voice and/or anti-spoofing Face ID.

Enterprise ParallelChain®

There are three key barriers to blockchain adoption in 
the business world: 
1. Enterprises cannot work with anonymous parties, nor 

can they remain anonymous themselves.
2. Enterprises are reluctant to disclose their data, even with 

business partners.

3. Business decisions should not be dictated by consensus.
 
In ParallelChain®, the data stored in the ledger is shared 
but not disclosed among participants, giving enterprises 
complete ownership over their own data and absolute 
protection against data leakage. And the PoIM ensures 
that enterprises are in control of their very own 
decisions. 

Also, ParallelChain® can be deployed in both permissioned 
and permissionless modes, enterprises can satisfy its 
varying needs with just one single blockchain.

5| Core Technology - ParallelChain®

State-of-the-art digital wallet 
where crypto assets and 
transaction records are stored 
and backed-up on each user’s 
personal blockchain. 

  
Built-in Privacy
Unique privacy feature that offers users 
an option to exercise their “Right to be 
Forgotten” (i.e.  Art. 17 GDPR - Right to 
erasure)” when doing crypto transactions. 

 

Public ParallelChain®

ParallelChain® is a new generation blockchain 
network that offers the highest performance in the 
market for cryptocurrency trading.

Built as a green blockchain that minimizes the carbon 
footprint of cryptocurrency, tokens that launch on 
the ParallelChain® network are minted based on 
their particular tokenomics with pre-programmed 
parameters. Transactions are processed efficiently, 
with records immutably stored on blockchain. 
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5| Core Technology - ParallelChain®

Unique  
Features.

Unmatchable  
Performance.

 
More information:  
https://www.digital-transaction.com/parallelchain

Performance demo video:  
https://youtu.be/ebgDzEB4v24

Book a remote live test on throughput and latency 
(AWS charges applied): 
https://www.digital-transaction.com/ParallelChain/demo 

Compared. 

Better.

https://www.digital-transaction.com/parallelchain
https://youtu.be/ebgDzEB4v24
https://www.digital-transaction.com/ParallelChain/demo  
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6| ParallelChain®-based Products

The only blockchain + biometric 
enterprise cybersecurity system 
against insider threats.

• Multi-factor User Authentication
• Anti-spoofing Facial Recognition
• Flexible access controls
• Real-time tracking of user behaviour 
• Control override
• Security watermarks
• Immutable persisting of captured data
• Restricted external & network drives

 
Try the anti-spoofing facial recognition now:  

https://antispoofdemo.digital-transaction.net/webcamcapture6

Reliable and efficient blockchain 
+ biometric identity verification 
solution for KYC compliance.

• Instant Selfie-to-Photo ID Matching
• Duplicate entry detection
• Data Protection Compliance
• Effective Fraud Risk Alert
• Multi-function Portal
• Supports Andriod and iOS

Fastest, secure platform for 
creating and trading utility, asset-
backed, carbon tokens. Your 
access to countless new business 
opportunities.

• 2D/3D anti-spoofing facial recognition
• Global, 24/7 operation
• Instant settlement
• e-KYC
• Insider fraud prevention
• Double-spending/counting prevention
• Immutable digital wallet
• Immutable transaction records
• Smart contracts to automate processes

Web + mobile system for approval 
transparency and provenance 
tracking, giving real-time visibility 
to the entire supply chain network.

• GDPR Compliance
• Immutable records
• Anti-spoofing facial recognition
• Real-time image processing
• Provenance tracking
• GPS + Time-stamped submission
• Offline operation mode

https://antispoofdemo.digital-transaction.net/webcamcapture6
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Appendix 1: ParallelChain® Ecosystem Utility

#1  Pre-empting Insider Threats
    
     ParallelChain® + PreventiveChain
     - Trade secrets protection;
     - No more data leaks;
     - Pre-empts insider threats;
     - Effective deterrence;
     - Unprecedented measures to secure user accounts...
     - Work-from-Home version available

#2  Securing Access to Digitised Documents

     ParallelChain® + PreventiveChain
     - Insider threats eliminated;
     - The trust issue solved;
     - Optimised operations;
     - Reduced admin tasks;
     - Immutable records with legal admissibility...

#3  Secured, Instant Trade Settlement
     
     ParallelChain® + PreventiveChain + ChattelChain
     - Perfect for commercial trading activity;
     - Hassle-free regulatory compliance;
     - No time zone or geographic constraints;
     - Un-hackable wallet to protect assets...
    

#4  Process Management

     ParallelChain® + PreventiveChain + ApprovalChain

     - Programmable smart contracts to automate actions;
     - Perfect for managing a supply chain that consists of
     multiple, fragmented parties;
     - Staffing optimization. Do more with the same or fewer

ParallelChain® is also recognised as “#1 blockchain in the world” for:

• Contract Management
• Security Token Offering 
• Clean energy
• Know Your Customers (KYC)
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Appendix 2: Real World Case Studies

International 
Airports  
Baggage Claim

#1 Operational Independency

Airports operate independently from one another due 
to the different jurisdictions regulations, logistics, file 
structures, etc. This is one of the reasons why it takes 
such a long time to locate and retrieve baggage lost in 
international transit.

Solution: Smart contracts + loosely coupled 
parallelism, ParallelChain® helps comply with regulations 
of different jurisdictions while preserving each airport’s 
operational autonomy.

#2 Scalability

There are around 17,678 commercial airports in the 
world, and the top 30 busiest ones fly more than 50 
million passengers each year. (ACI, 2015) Blockchains that 
are limited in scalability is of no use to support such vast 
operation.

Solution: ParallelChain® can scale limitlessly via a 
loosely coupled parallelism design, with zero performance 
degradation.

Business 
Partnership and 

Competitions

#1 Operational Incompatibility

In global strategic partnerships,  businesses’ variation in 
operational settings and file structures can make cross-
regional collaboration costly and time-consuming.

Solution: The loosely coupled parallelism design 
of ParallelChain® represents a common infrastructure 
layer for companies around the world to collaborate with 
each other, with unlimited scalability that supports a large 
network of partnerships.

# 2: Trade Secret Protection

Trust is difficult to build even among business partners as 
they are constantly suspicious about each other’s hidden 
agendas, and therefore unwilling to share meaningful data. 
This lack of trust creates tension and hinders collaboration.

Solution: In ParallelChain®, data can be verified 
for its immutability in a privacy-protected way, creating a  
trust-less environment for data sharing. 
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Multi-national 
Corporations

#1 Lack of Traceable Accountability

Traceable accountability is vital to every company’s success, 
especially for multinational corporations (MNCs) as their 
operation involves interdepartmental decision-making and 
offices around the world.

Solution: PreventiveChain + ApprovalChain creates 
a culture of traceable accountability.

#2 Employee Data Privacy

There are different cultural sensitivities when it comes to 
the topic of privacy. MNCs must protect employee data 
privacy not only for legal compliance, but for creating a 
culture of respect and maintaining a harmonious work 
environment.

Solution: ParallelChain® is the only blockchain that 
can provide the privacy demanded and expected from 
employees and help comply with relevant regulations, 
including the EU GDPR.#3 Insider Threat

MNCs are especially exposed to insider threat, but most 
companies are ill-equipped to address data security risks 
associated with employees, contractors.

Solution: ParallelChain® + PreventiveChain = the 
first and only blockchain + biometric-based solution against 
insider threats.

Supply Chain 
Management

#1 Trade Secret Protection and Data Immutability

The unwillingness to share meaningful data caused by the 
fear of data leaks is real and undeniable. Public blockchains 
fail in this aspect due to the meta data weakness, private 
blockchains also fail as they lack capability to dynamically 
differentiate partners and competitors.

Solution: ParallelChain® eliminates the possibility 
of data leaks. Data owners keep their data to themselves. 
And ParallelChain® is the only blockchain with the ability 
to prove immutability, ensuring trust-worthy data.

# 2: Scalability

Supply chain is a large ecosystem with multiple 
stakeholders across the globe. A blockchain with limited 
scalability offers little value to help manage the supply 
chain.

Solution: Unlimited scalability enabled by the 
parallelism design of ParallelChain®. to support a supply 
chain network of any size.

Appendix 2: Real World Case Studies
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Appendix 3: Risk Factors

1. The XPLLs may not be transferred before the end of the lock 
up period.

XPLLs obtained during Seed Sale, Private Sale 1 and Private Sale 2 
are subjected to different lock up periods. You must be prepared to bear 
the risk of purchasing an XPLL until the expiry of the XPLL pursuant 
to the terms set forth herein.

2. There may be additional issuances of XPLLs.

In addition to the four Sales, XPLLs may be offered in subsequent 
sales with different rights and on different terms. XPLLs may also be 
offered to Governing Council members or certain employees of or 
consultants to DTL or its affiliates. The terms of such XPLLs may be 
different than terms offered to purchasers in the Sales.

3. There is no existing trading market for XPLLs and an active 
trading market may not develop.

XPLLs are a new form of digital tokens for which there is no 
established public market. There can be no assurance that XPLLs 
will generate public interest sufficient to support a liquid and active 
trading market. There is no existing trading market for XPLLs. There 
can be no assurance that a permissible secondary market will develop, 
therefore, purchasers may be required to hold their XPLLs until the 
expiry of the term of the XPLLs.

4. The XPLLs may be of lesser value than their purchase price.

It is possible that, following the issuance of the XPLLs, the value of 
the XPLLs will be at a price lower than the price of the XPLLs in the 
current sale. DTL does not guarantee any specific value of the XPLLs.

5. ParallelChain® will be decentralized and DTL has been 
designed not to control the ParallelChain® thereafter.

DTL aims to deploy a decentralised democratic on-chain governance 
model to allow for ParallelChain® community members serving as 
nodes to propose and participate in the decision making process that 
affect the network and its participants. The proposals with the highest 
number of votes by nodes will be sent to the Governing Council 
for approval, the Governing Council being the decision making 
body. Given that node operators can vote to choose members of the 
Governing Council before a new Governing Council term commences, 
DTL will not be able to control matters being voted on in relation to 
ParallelChain® by either node operators or the Governing Council. 
DTL intends to use a Proof-of-Immutability protocol for the Mainchain.

6. The issuance of XPLLs are subject to a number of conditions 
which may not be satisfied.

The XPLLs will only be issued if a number of conditions are satisfied, 
including:

• DTL reasonably believing that the XPLL, as an utility token, the 
offer, sale and issuance of the XPLLs not violating any applicable laws 
of Hong Kong and other relevant jurisdictions;

• XPLLs may be held within a ParallelWallet to be developed by DTL; 
and

• the holder of XPLLs executing and delivering to DTL all other 
documents with respect to the XPLLs as are reasonably requested by 
DTL to comply with applicable laws.

It is possible but not probable that any one of these conditions will 
never be satisfied, or will not be satisfied at the time of a distribution 
of the XPLLs. 

In addition, the factors above will be determined in DTL’s sole 
discretion. If there is a disagreement between DTL and the purchaser, 
DTL’s interpretation will prevail.

7. Issuance of the XPLLs may constitute the issuance of a security 
in non-Hong Kong jurisdictions or be banned altogether.

There is a risk that in numerous jurisdictions the XPLLs may be 
deemed to be a security. Every user, purchaser and holder of the XPLLs 
is required to make diligent enquiries to determine if the acquisition, 
possession and transfer of the XPLLs are legal in its jurisdiction and to 
comply with all applicable laws.

Jurisdictions such as China and South Korea have banned certain 
token transactions such as initial coin offerings. The purchaser has the 
sole responsibility to be informed of, and comply with, the applicable 
laws and rules in its jurisdiction.

The legal ability of DTL to issue XPLLs in some jurisdictions may be 
eliminated by future regulations or legal actions. In response to such 
action, DTL may take actions that adversely impact the purchaser, 
including: (a) refusing to issue XPLLs, or (b) adjusting the XPLLs 
and ParallelChain® in a way to comply with applicable rules and 
regulations.

8. XPLLs may be subject to malfunction, or may function in an 
unexpected or unintended manner.

The XPLLs, and any network with which the XPLLs are interacting 
may malfunction, or may function in an unexpected or unintended 
manner, which could result in loss of XPLLs.

9. Holders of XPLLs will have no voting, management, or control 
rights in DTL.

XPLLs carry no voting, management, or control rights, or other 
management or control rights in DTL. DTL’s directors or officers may 
make important decisions affecting the XPLLs, without any assent of 
holders of the XPLLs.

10. DTL, XPLLs, and ParallelChain® may be subject to security 
weaknesses, hackers and theft.

There is always a risk that DTL, the XPLLs, ParallelChain® and their 
respective technology infrastructure may or may not

include unknown security weaknesses or unknown bugs, which may 
interfere with the use, or cause the loss, of the XPLLs.

There are risks involved which are beyond the control of DTL. You are urged to consider carefully the risks described herein, 
in addition to other information publicly available regarding the risks generally associated with tokens, digital assets, and 
decentralized and blockchain technologies, before deciding to purchase, receive, use or hold XPLLs.
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11. A lack of a central regulatory authority and structure, 
anonymity and the global nature of digital assets and blockchain 
technologies limit legal remedies and recourses.

Because (i) there is a lack of a central regulatory authority and structure, 
(ii) blockchain technologies provide for pseudonymous or anonymous 
transactions in which parties can generally not be identified and (iii) 
digital assets (such as the XPLLs), blockchain and decentralized 
technologies have a global nature.

12. There is a risk of volatility of digital assets.

Given that they are relatively new forms of assets based on new 
technology, and given their extreme volatility in value, utility tokens 
such as the XPLLs and their respective network, are not widely 
accepted or utilized, and digital assets of all types are generally not 
accepted as a means of payment for goods and services outside the 
network. Banks and other established financial institutions may refuse 
to process funds for digital assets transactions, process wire transfers 
from digital assets exchanges, or maintain accounts for persons or 
entities transacting in digital assets. Volatility in the values of digital 
assets in general can be significant, and a decrease in the value of 
digital assets could indirectly have a material and adverse effect on the 
value of the XPLLs.

13. The XPLLs will be entirely uninsured.

ParallelWallets which store the XPLLs, unlike bank accounts, do not 
enjoy the protection of deposit insurance under applicable law. The 
XPLLs are entirely uninsured and any value they may hold at any time 
may decrease or be eliminated in the future.

14. The XPLLs and ParallelChain® may not meet your 
expectations.

ParallelChain® may undergo significant changes. Your expectations 
and market expectations regarding the form and functionality of the 
XPLLs and ParallelChain® may not be met. If ParallelChain® was 
unable to meet market expectations, then the value of XPLLs could be 
adversely affected.

15. Smart contracts are subject to limitations.

Smart contract technology using ParallelChain® may contain flaws, 
vulnerabilities, or other issues, which may cause the loss of value of 
the XPLLs.

16. DTL is subject to privacy and data security laws.

ParallelChain® may receive, transmit and store personally identifiable 
information or other sensitive data. DTL reasonably believes that 
ParallelChain® is in full compliance with the GDPR. Other local and 
foreign laws and regulations also regulate the storing, sharing, use, 
disclosure and protection of such data. These laws and regulations 
or any violations thereof may require DTL to change its business 
practices or operational structure, address legal claims, and sustain 
monetary penalties and other harms to its business.

Security breaches or unauthorized access to personal information may 
also expose DTL to liability related to the loss of the information, 
time-consuming and expensive litigation, and negative publicity. Since 
techniques used to obtain unauthorized access or to sabotage systems 

change frequently and generally are not recognizable until after they 
are launched against a target, DTL may be unable to anticipate, detect, 
or adequately address them. In addition, certain jurisdictions have laws 
requiring companies to notify individuals of data security breaches 
involving their personal data. These mandatory disclosures are costly 
to implement and often lead to widespread negative publicity.

17. DTL may be required to disclose information about XPLL 
users, purchasers, and holders.

DTL may be required by law, subpoena, court order or any other 
analogous legal or regulatory procedure to disclose personal 
information received from users, purchasers or holders of XPLLs to 
law enforcement, government officials, and other third parties. Any 
such disclosure could have an adverse effect on the reputation or 
valuation of DTL, the XPLLs or ParallelChain®.

18. DTL has limited operating history in an evolving industry.

DTL has very limited operating history in an evolving industry that may 
not develop as expected. Assessing its business and future prospects is 
challenging in light of the risks and difficulties it may encounter. These 
risks and difficulties include DTL’s ability to:

• navigate complex and evolving regulatory and competitive 
environments;

• successfully maintain and evolve internal controls to manage 
compliance with an evolving and complex regulatory environment;

• successfully maintain its funding strategy;

• continue to develop, maintain and scale ParallelChain®;

• effectively maintain and scale its financial and risk management 
controls and procedures;

• maintain the security of its technology infrastructure and the 
confidentiality of the information provided and utilized across its 
technology infrastructure; and

With its limited history, DTL may operate at a loss, and may not be 
profitable.

19. DTL may require additional capital to support operations or 
growth and may need to create and sell additional XPLLs in the 
future.

Any new issuance of XPLL token that exceeds the treasury limit 
requires votes from the validation nodes, support nodes, audit

nodes, and the governing council, in addition to the DTL’s board 
of directors.” There is, and will continue to be, limited information 
available to you related to the business of DTL and the development 
and/or operations of ParallelChain®.

You may not be able to obtain all the information you would want 
regarding DTL, the XPLLs, or ParallelChain®, on a timely basis or 
at all. It is possible that you may not be aware on a timely basis of 
material adverse changes that have occurred with respect to DTL, the 
XPLLs, or ParallelChain®. DTL’s development and/or operations of 
ParallelChain® is expected to be highly technical in nature. DTL is not 
obliged, and does not intend, to keep users, purchasers, and holders of 
XPLLs updated on its business and the operations and development of 
ParallelChain®.
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20. You will have no control of DTL or ParallelChain®.

You will not be entitled to be deemed a shareholder of DTL for any 
purpose, nor will anything be construed to confer on you any of the 
rights of a shareholder of DTL, any right to vote for the election of 
officers or directors or upon any matter submitted to shareholders at 
any meeting thereof, to give or withhold consent to any corporate 
action of DTL or to receive notice of meetings, or to receive 
subscription rights or otherwise.

21. Alternative networks may be established that compete with 
or are more widely used than ParallelChain®.

It is possible that alternative networks could be established to provide 
services that are materially similar to the services of ParallelChain®. 
Such competition could negatively impact the value of XPLLs.

22. Intellectual property rights claims may impede DTL’s 
business.

Third parties may assert intellectual property claims against DTL. 
Regardless of the merit of any intellectual property or other legal 
action, any threatened action that reduces confidence in DTL’s long-
term viability may adversely affect the value of the XPLLs.

23. DTL is subject to cyber security and data loss risks or other 
security breaches.

Security breaches could cause a risk of loss or misuse of information 
on ParallelChain®, as well as resulting claims, fines, and litigation. 
DTL may be subjected to a variety of cyber-attacks, which may 
continue to occur from time to time. Cyber- attacks may target DTL, 
its customers, suppliers, banks, credit card processors in general or 
the communication infrastructure

on which they depend. An attack or a breach of security could result 
in a loss of private data, violation of applicable privacy and other 
laws, significant legal and financial exposure, damage to reputation, 
and a loss of confidence in security measures, any of which could 
have a material adverse effect on ParallelChain® or DTL’s financial 
results and business. Any such attack or breach could adversely 
affect the ability of DTL to operate, which could indirectly adversely 
affect the value of the XPLLs. Any breach of data security that 
exposes or compromises the security of any of the private digital 
keys used to authorize or validate transaction orders, or that enables 
any unauthorized person to generate any of the private digital keys, 
could have a material adverse effect on ParallelChain®, DTL or the 
XPLLs. Since trades utilizing blockchain technology settle on the 
trade date, it could be impossible to correct unauthorized trades.

24. Developing regulatory regimes.

Regulation of digital assets, offerings such as this XPLL offering, 
token offerings, blockchain and decentralized technologies and 
digital asset exchanges, is currently being developed and likely to 
rapidly evolve, varies significantly among many jurisdictions, and is 
subject to significant uncertainty. Various legislative and executive 
bodies are currently considering, or may in the future consider, laws, 
regulations, guidance, or other actions. Failure to comply with any 
laws, rules and regulations, some of which may not exist yet or are 
subject to interpretation and may be subject to change, could result 
in a variety of adverse consequences, including civil penalties and 

fines.

New or changing laws, rules and regulations or interpretations of 
existing laws, rules and regulations may impact the issuance and 
value of the XPLLs, the existence of, or your ability to access, 
marketplaces on which the XPLLs are traded, and the structure, 
rights and transferability of the XPLLs. Therefore, there can be 
no assurance that any new or continuing regulatory scrutiny or 
initiatives will not have an adverse impact.

25. No fiduciary duties owed.

As DTL is not a regulated financial institution, it does not owe 
holders of XPLLs any fiduciary duties. This means that DTL has 
no legal obligation to always act in good faith in the best interests 
of holders of XPLLs. While DTL will have regard to the interests 
of holders of XPLLs, it is also permitted to consider the interests of 
other key stakeholders and to prefer these interests over the interests 
of XPLL holders. This may mean that DTL is permitted to make 
decisions that conflict with, or are not necessarily in, the interests 
of XPLL holders. Holders of XPLLs may have limited rights of 
recourse against DTL and its affiliates in the event of disputes.

26. There are risks and uncertainties related to the tax and 
accounting treatment of XPLLs.

Because of the shifting regulatory environment, it is uncertain what 
tax and accounting treatment or classification of the XPLLs will 
have in various jurisdictions. This uncertainty may, for example, 
impact DTL’s ability to obtain financial audits, or result

in unanticipated tax liabilities to DTL when DTL transacts in XPLLs 
in its inventory or to you when you transact in the XPLLs. Each 
potential user, purchaser, and holder of the XPLLs is urged to consult 
with, and must rely solely upon the advice of, its own legal, financial 
and tax advisors with respect to the XPLLs.

27. Blockchain technologies may be subject to unfavorable 
regulatory actions.

Blockchain technologies have been the subject of intense scrutiny 
by various regulatory bodies around the world. The functioning 
of ParallelChain® and the XPLLs may be adversely impacted by 
regulatory actions, including restrictions or prohibitions on their 
use, purchase, or possession, across a wide range of regulatory 
domains, including securities, tax, or other domains. The application 
of these regulatory regimes to the XPLLs is unclear, but, if the 
XPLLs implicate these requirements, we will need to expend time 
and resources to comply with them or face adverse regulatory 
action. In addition, the XPLLs are expected to be issued based 
on ParallelChain®, and the XPLLs are subject to risks related to 
regulatory inquiries or actions taken with regard to ParallelChain®.
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